
 
Dear recommender,  

First we wanted to thanks you and the two reviewers for their impressive work, questions and suggestions. 

They allowed us to modify the paper in order to improve its structure. Especially, we split the section ‘Results 

and discussion’ into to two separate parts. Moreover, we deeply rewrote the whole discussion part, trying to 

make it easier to read. In parallel, few figures have been modified in order to improve their analyse. 

We also answered all the questions, either in the paper or in this document. We provide here a new version of 

the paper. As additional data, we also joined a commented version of the paper, with all changes, making easier 

the tracking of changes. We hope that all the modifications provided here make the paper easier to read and 

that it becomes now suitable for recommendation by PCI. 

Sincerely yours 

Arnoul Van Rooij and co-authors 

 

E. dreyer (recommender): 

An interesting manuscript on the biomechanics of branch growth in trees that requires 

however a careful revision 

 

This interesting manuscript proposing a modelling approach to the question of the biomechanics of a growing 

branch has been analysed by two specialists of biomechanics (which, as a recommender, I am not).  

The two external reviewers provided a detailed analysis of the manuscript (see their comments below or in the 

attached document). I had a look at the general structure and the logic of the manuscript too, and provided 

some detailed comments and suggestions as annotations in the attached version of the manuscript. 

The external reviewers found the model quite interesting and novel with respect to the existing literature on 

this very specialised topic in tree biology. They in general agree with the approach used to quantify two 

components of the structure of a growing branch: the eccentricity and the production of reaction wood. They 

found the model to be in general clearly described and based on a number of clear analytical equations. One 

of the reviewers however wondered why allometric relationships were used as entry to the model, and this 

concern needs be addressed. The model is then tested against a small set of data combining a branch from a 

large pine tree (taken as an example of a softwood conifer tree) and a cherry tree (taken as an example of a 

hardwood tree). This test of optimality is very interesting. However, one of the reviewers was concerned by the 

fact that the procedure used to test the optimality of a given growth strategy needed to be made more explicit. 

This should be done with some details at the end of the introduction, when the experimental procedure 

(combining modelling and test) is described in more details; by the way, I found that the current description 

lacks some details about the rationale and the demonstration to be made. 

We answer to the reviewer on this concern (see below). We formalize what we call ‘optimal’ and we tried to 

make the part on the allometric law clearer. 

There are also concerns about the structure and organisation of the manuscript. One of the referees stated that 

the manuscript sounded like having been written in several steps, with changes in the wording of the concepts 

used; I had the same feeling. Furthermore, my suggestion would be to clearly separate the presentation of the 

results from the discussion: such a clear distinction leads to the presentation of the results in a short manner, 

and a more structure discussion that can in places cover more than just putting the results into perspective. 

We changed the structure by splitting “results and discussion” in two separate parts. Also, we worked on the 

whole manuscript in order to remove the feeling of the “several step writing”. Especially, we removed the the 

redundancies and have been careful to use  the same wording all along the article. 



A concept that requires a better definition and a more consistent use is that of "growth strategy": here, it is 

used in the sense of the relative contribution of two different processes: eccentricity (accumulation of wood on 

one side of the branch to counteract the effects of gravity) and the formation of reaction wood (accumulation 

of tension wood in softwood trees (angiosperms) and compression wood in conifers (gymnosperms) that also 

counteracts the effects of gravity by changes in the ultrastructure of the wood tissues. The "strategy" is meant 

here as the balance between the two effects if I understood well the aims of the research. This needs be made 

clearer in the text. The same wording should then be used consistently across the manuscript. 

Indeed, it seems that the term ‘strategy’ was not suitable to describe the situation. This wording refered to 

anthropomorphism concepts. Therefore, we deleted it and replaced with ‘growth option’ or ‘growth parameter’ 

the tree could use. 

Finally, there is a need to make clear that the experimental basis of the manuscript does not allow to oppose 

gymnosperms and angiosperms as there is only one sample per category. I am sure the authors are perfectly 

aware of this, but some wording in the manuscript might give the wrong impression they are not. This was 

highlighted in the attached copy of the text. 

Indeed, it was not clear. We have reworded it in this way. 

To summarize, there is a consensus that the manuscripts will ultimately deserve a recommendation, but that 

there is a need to improve its structure and clarity before this positive recommendation might be issued by the 

Peer Community in Forest and Wood Sciences. The manuscript has the potential of becoming a very nice and 

important contribution in the field of tree biomechanics. 

Erwin Dreyer, acting as recommender for this manuscript. 

Anonymous review1: 

 
The aim of this article is to explore which strategies minimize internal stresses during branch growth. The main 

hypothesis (which is verified later on Figure 12) is vertical bending moment prevails over the torsional moment, 

and horizontal bending moment. Based on this hypothesis the growth kinematic is simplified to specifically 

resist such vertical bending moment:  the branch section remains circular during growth and the only degree 

of freedom is the position of the center of the circle along the vertical line coined eccentricity. A linear 

relationship between elastic strain, bending strain, radius increments, force and moment increments is derived 

from static force balance and Hooks law (12a,12b); the coefficients of the linear relationship are expressed as 

function of the two maturation stresses and the eccentricity.  Force and moment are supposed to depend on 

the radius R following allometric laws whose coefficients are estimated through simulations of trees with 

AMAPsim (Figure 4, Table 1). 

 Equation 12a combined with the allometric laws for force and moments provides the elastic strain. Bending 

strain are also supposed to depend on the radius R following allometric relationships thus Equation 12b provides 

an equation between the two maturation stresses and the eccentricity (21a for hard wood and 21b for soft 

wood). Based on these allometric laws an analytic formula is provided for the stresses as a function of r (19). 

The two growth strategies derive from the fundamental equation (20), either supposing a constant eccentricity 

while the maturation stress difference (varying with r) drives the postural control or supposing a constant 

maturation stress difference while the eccentricity (varying with r) drives the postural control. 

 
Once allometric law have been determined the model is fully analytical: For each strategies stresses are 

computed with formula (19) for increasing radius (the radius being the proxy for growth) as well as the driving 

variable (eccentricity or maturation stresses difference). The optimal strategy is the one which minimizes 

stresses at the periphery which are compressed to maximal stresses observed in the literature; stresses at the 

pith are not considered as they diverge due to an oversimplified model (discussed in the section Limits of the 

model). The strategies are compared for one hardwood species Prunus avium and one softwood species Pinus 

pinaster. 



 
The article is interesting and globally well-written but I feel there were several phases of writing; the article is 

long and not completely coherent. I recommend publication once the following concerns are addressed: 
The model is clearly detailed and rigorous. In my eye, the main limitation is the use of allometric laws to 

complete equation 12a, 12b to get equation 19 and 21. I do not see why an allometric is used for b but not for 

a; I am not a specialist and I can’t judge the robustness of such an hypothesis but from far away it appears as 

an adhoc simplification. It could be more quantitatively discussed (narrowness of the allometric distribution). 

Later on the growth is supposed to be stationary so the b does not depend on r except in the paragraph, « 

Influence of the orientation … ». In this paragraph you should explain why for up-righting and passive bending 

curves you do not use allometric law fo bending strain but other driver (« increasing weight » or « maturation 

gradient »). The whole is a bit fuzzy for me. 
 

Only two allometric laws are used in the model (equations 16.a and 16.b). These are hypothesis about the 

loading history of the branch, based on the fitting of AMAP data. There isn’t any allometric law for the strain 

component a and b.  

3 orientation scenarii are envisaged: 1. stationarity, meaning b=0, 2. up-righting and 3. passive bending. Both 

scenarios 2 and 3 depend on the interaction between increasing weight (therefore allometric laws 16) and 

maturation gradient (equation 9). Even if equation 18 looks like an allometric law, it is just a way to reformulate 

in a general way scenarios 2 and 3. However, we hope the new version we provide here is clearer for the reader. 

We worked for this! 

 
I had more difficulties to follow the discussion which probably comes from the fact I am not a specialist. In my 

eyes, the criteria for optimality of a strategy are not sufficiently explained:  Is it solely the stress at the 

periphery?   
 

An optimal stress pattern is the one that generates the lowest elastic energy stored in the section. As our 

Young’s modulus is spatially homogenous, this means that the optimal stress pattern minimizes both 

tensile stress at periphery and compression stress in the pith. In a real situation, there may be plastic 

deformation in the pith, limiting compressive stress, and leading to more tension on periphery. In our 

case, we could compute the variance of the integrated stress to get a criteria of optimality, but we chose 

to just look at 1./ The tension a periphery and 2./ The area where compressive stress was high. 

 

Is there a cost when eccentricity or maturation stress are too high?   

 

The ultimate theoretical cost is the fracture of the branch. It could be caused by a maturation stress level 

higher than the failure stress, or an eccentricity leading to a pattern with high stress level too. Before cracks 

pattern appears, the branch probably could not support its own weight anymore; leading to a bending 

downward. However, this scenario remains rare (either from literature or from our own observation).  

 

For instance, I do not understand the following statement: « When combined, it seems more efficient to vary 

the eccentricity and keep a constant difference of maturation stress than to keep a uniform eccentricity and to 

vary the maturation stress. « When I look to figures 6.a.i and 6.b.i: maximal stress for the strategy beta=0 

seems to rank as well as for e=0.5. 

This sentence was not really relevant. However, in the new improved version, the figures changed and the 

referring comments were modified.  

 
The figures and legend could also be improved:  
- The use of r for both figure 5b and 5c (and all the following figures 6,7,8,9) was confusing: I would use x for 

5b and r for 5c. 

- The legend should be more homogeneous Figure 5 « constant difference of maturation stress « , Figure 6 « 

constant maturation gradient ». It would more logical to represents sigmaNW-SigmaTW than beta in the 

legend. 

 



Thank you for your suggestion. Figures has been changed taking into account your comments. “x” was used 

instead of “r”. Also, we changed “r” into “R” for figure 5.c and f (and the following). R is the radius of the cross 

section at the corresponding time t, while r is the radial polar coordinate. We modified the text accordingly. 

On Figure 5 and 7, the scale on the axis of the stress map 5.a (7.a) were modified in order to become more 

homogeneous with other graphs. Finally, we chose to replace the representation of the different section 5.d (7.d) 

by a stress map too. It makes the figure clearer and gives more information to the reader. Legends have been 

also improved:,we  replaced “beta” by sigmaNW and RW. Also, caption has been rewritten. To illustrate our 

changes, please find bellow original figure 5 vs. the new one. 

 

Old: 

 
 

New: 

 
 



I do not understand “In case of combined effects, although eccentricity alone ensures stationarity, it does not 

succeed anymore when combined to a uniform maturation (red dotted line in Fig. 8.b). “ First there is no red 

dotted line on figure 8.  

I thought “stationarity” was an hypothesis to suppose b independant of r which is at the basis of the model. 

How can you contradict an hypothesis of the model? 

 

The review was right: our text was confusing in this part. When compression stress is too low, there is a 

coordination problem in our growth scenario: at the first stage of the development, the stress gradient tends to 

bend the branch upward, and the eccentricity has to balance this tendency, leading to high negative (and 

unrealistic) eccentricity. There is a limit compression stress which is lower than sigmaNW (red curve in the old 

graph), which is why there isn’t any red curve in the plot. In the new version, we updated the plot and the 

discussion to make it clearer.  

 

Old Fig 8:  

 

 



New Fig 8:  

 

 

 

In general, the Results and discussion should be clarified and a bit more structured.  

 

We completely re-edited the “discussion and results” part (now split into “results” and “discussion” sections), 

hopefully taking into account your comments. Moreover, we rewrote this part in order to make the analysis 

clearer and easier for the readers. 

 

Reviewer 2: 

 
Paper by Van Rooij et al. presents a revised biomechanical model simulating the growth stress 

distribution in a branch cross-section. The originality of the paper is application of the biomechanical 

model on outputs of a growth model generating the tree architecture and the growth history i.e. 

history of mechanical loading. Authors then play with two main parameters controlling the branch 

postural control: maturation stresses and eccentric growth.  

The rationale of the paper is very interesting however, some clarifications in the used terminology 

and discussion of outputs should be done.  

 

Results and conclusion section lacks comparison with literature and sometimes the link with possible 

biological interpretation.  

 

Result and discussion have been completely rewritten, with more links with existing literature. 

Terminology has been changed taking into account your comments (see following remarks). Biological 

questions are set in terms of perspective. 

 



Language revision would be appreciated. 

 

 We corrected many mistakes and other language defaults. We hope this new improved version is 

now suitable. 

 

Title: growth strategies -> biomechanical strategies? 

 

We agree that “strategy” was an inappropriate wording. We changed this in the entire manuscript 

and we suggest to replace “strategy” by “option” that does not refer to anthropomorphism concept 

but refers to the fact that trees have several physiological possibilities to respond to a constrain. We 

have changed and adapted the title accordingly In the text, we use now the expressions ‘parameters’, 

‘options’ and ‘lever’. 

 

Abstract 

 

L12 Ensure > control 

L12 gravity -> its self-weight 

Corrected 

 

L12 I am not sure we can talk about different strategies while talking about maturation stress and 

eccentricity, I would rather talk about different parameters 

Indeed, the term strategy was not fully relevant . See our comment in the previous section. 

 

L13 I am a bit bothered by the term straightening. As you say later in your paper, the most 

straightforward assumption for the branch is to maintain its spatial position, not to search for a 

vertical position at it is the case of the main stem axis. By the way, straightening might by also 

confused with proprioception, which is not of concern here. 

For us, straightening means to maintain the spatial position, and there is no confusion. However, to 

make it clearer, we chose to change it by some reformulations like ‘posture maintenance’, ‘maintaining 

the posture’, ‘maintain of the orientation’, ‘orientation maintenance’. We hope these new expressions 

make are more suitable for the readers. 

 

L16 …biomechanical impact of each strategy, what do you mean? 

The consequences of each option on the mechanical distribution of the longitudinal stress on the 

section. This sentence has not been reworded. 

 

L20 Eccentricity process - I would rather talk about eccentric growth. 

The reader is right. Actually, we now use “eccentric growth” and “eccentric radial growth” 

L23 Biomechanical process? The term building does not seem appropriate to me for plants. 

The reviewer is right. We changed this expression 

 

Introduction 

 

L28 construction of architecture, postural maintenance and resistance to external elements is not 

very clear, please reword 

Corrected: see L28 “construction of the tree architecture, postural control of trunk and branches and 

breaking resistance to external stimuli” 
 

L80 I think the first biomechanical difference between the stem and the branch is that the tree stem 

is looking for verticality, which is not the case of the branch as mentioned above. I think you should 



introduce it here, explicit more clearly hypothesis you want to test with your model and also the 

final aim – why study the capacity of branches to control their posture is interesting. 

 

We thank the reviewer for the suggestion. In the new version, the end of the introduction has been 

changed taking into account your comments (see the commented version attached to get more 

information). In particular, we added this paragraph on L84-91: 

 

“Unlike trunks, which usually seek verticality, after the first stages of growth, branches tend to grow 

in a stationary way at a fixed angle to the vertical. Therefore, in this framework, we focus on 

understanding of the motor processes driving the control of branch orientation, through the study of 

two growth parameters: eccentric radial growth and RW. The objective is to compute the mechanical 

efficiency of each biological option in order to evaluate if it is realistic and safe for the branch. For 

this purpose, we developed a semi-incremental biomechanical model of growth stress at the cross 

section level that takes into account the eccentricity and maturation gradients during the construction 

of branches. Using the digital models of one softwood Pinus pinaster and one hardwood Prunus avium, 

the impact of each of these two growth parameters on the stress state was evaluated.” 

 

M aterial and methods 

 

L149 balances –> compensates 

Done 

L167 realistic data -> data generated by growth model 

Done 

L169 Tree architecture modelling 

Done 

 

L171 Could you explain reasons for the selection of these two species?  

 

Our model needed realistc data. No experimental data were available. We collaborated with AMAP 

team that already computed realistic trees using experimental data coming from huge architectural 

data bases. Modelling one species requires a very long time for the AMAP team, and requires a huge 

amount of experimental data. Today, there is only few species available, and only two temperate 

species: the birch and the pine tree. Our model was only compatible with temperate architecture 

modelling (each new layer can be a year, or a uniform part of a year). This drove our choice. 

 

AMAPSim is simulating open- grown trees or forest trees?  

 

AMAPSim can simulate different situations, and both open-grown and forest trees. In this work, 

open-grown tree has been selected. We did not want to use any other dimensioning markers than the 

usual ones (gravity and light search). We added more information on this point in L179-181. 

 

Birch trees are in general smaller and live shorter compared to Pinus pinaster, does the age of 50 

years correspond roughly to the same stage of architectural development?  

The comment of the reviewer is relevant. Our trees do not have the same ontological age. However, 

the main concern was to get mature trees, with branches old enough to have a significant loading 

history. After discussions with AMAP team members, we generated two mature trees with the same 

age. Even if the architectural development is not exactly at the same stage, there are two mature 

trees (see L181). 

 



What is the height and diameter of simulated trees? What are dimensions (and its variability) of 

generated branches? 

 

In the previous version, the information was scarce. In the new version, we added a section (L181-

188) where we provide more information on both trees and tree branches. Concerning trees, the 

height, diameter at the base, and insertion height of the first branch is given. The geometrical 

distribution and variability (length, radius and insertion angle) of main branches are now also 

available in table 1 (L188) 

 

L182: “In the final state, the pine (resp. birch) was 18,2 m (resp. 14,1 m) high. The diameter at the 

base was 40 cm for both species. The insertion height of the first branch was 14,3 m for pine and 4,6 

m for the birch. The branches of interest were the main branches; those that were directly attached 

to the trunk. In addition, only branches that were more than 20 years old have been studied, so that 

they had a consistent loading history. Finally, 33 branches for the pine and 45 for the birch were 

selected. For each of the branch groups, the distributions of length L, radius r and insertion angle 

with the trunk $\theta$ are shown in Table 1 

” 

 

L202 Is the different growth kinetics and other parameters you analyse (lightly vs heavily loaded 

branches) related to the height of the branch in the crown? Or their age? This might give new 

perspectives to the paper going more into biological implications. 

 

The reviewer is right. Our model could be very useful in order to study the relationship between the 

biological parameters of the branches and their mechanical constrains. This is one of the exiting 

prospects of this work. Actually, we did few preliminary tests. For example, we tried to enlighten the 

relationship between external parameters and the growth kinetic of branches. See the results in the 

figure below that depicts the variation of 𝜈𝑀, 𝜆𝑀 vs geometrical parameters L, r, and the insertion 

angle 𝜃. 



For Pinus, no particular correlation has been found. In the birch tree, some particular pattern 

distribution has been found: the range of variability of growth kinetic seems to increase, then 

decreases after reaching a peak (as the length and radius of branches increase).  

 

Also, following the reviewer’s suggestion, we looked at the variations of 𝜈𝑀 , 𝜆𝑀 with age and branch 

position in the crown. The results are presented in the figure below. Again, for Pinus, no particular 

correlation was found, either for the age of for the insertion height. For Prunus, the growth kinetics 

seem to decrease with the age, while the range of variability of the branch weight ( 𝜆𝑀 is linked to 

the weight) decreases. This means that the old branches tend to the same bending moment, with the 

same length to radius ratio. An interesting graph is given below. It shows the dependency on the 

insertion height. The branches in the middle of the crown are the heaviest ones (even if 14m seems 

to be the highest insertion height, it is just for branches older than 20 years; the crown goes up until 

18m).  

 

Again, we totally agree that we could play with the model in order to study many biological 

hypotheses and their consequences. However, this paper is a first step that depicts the model. We 

just used few examples in order to illustrate the power of such modelling approach. Moreover, we 

think it would be more relevant to use real experimental data for the description of branches than 

simulations that are always questionable. This open exiting prospect for further collaborations 

between biomechanicians and biologists.  



L205 How do you interpret this variability in the loading history? How the change in branch angle is 

handled in the model if it is handled? 

 

The comment is relevant: the variability could be linked to the branching of branches, which may be 

related to the position of the branches in the crown. Here, the branches angle is generated by the 

AMAP-sim simulator and is based on huge dataset measured by botanists. Please look at answer of 

L222 for more information. 

 

L206 It would be better to presents both variations in relative or absolute values, not a mix. 

The reviewer is right and in the new version, we have reworded this part in this way (L212-221).  

L212: 

“For the selected branch groups, the distribution of all allometric coefficients are presented in Fig 4. 

In Pinus, there was a large variation in 𝜈 −coefficient, with 𝜈𝑀 varying by almost a factor 2 in the 

studied sample; indicating very variable secondary growth kinetics. In Prunus, the range of variation 

of the allometric power coefficients was smaller, which depicted a higher homogeneity of secondary 

growth kinetics. For both species, a great diversity in 𝜆 −coefficients was observed; which depicted a 

significant variability in the loading history. This is particularly interesting as the branches showed 

geometric determinants that did not vary over large ranges (Table 1). Also, these coefficients do not 

appear to vary as a function of geometric parameters. This reflects the complexity of predicting the 

loading of a branch from the determinants of the main axis, and shows the importance of branching. 

In both cases, these variations in the 𝜆 −coefficients result in a factor of 4 in the bending load between 

the lightly loaded and the heavily loaded branches.” 

 

L213 Stem orientation? 

It was a mistake (probably a wrong copy). This was removed. 



 

L222 It might be interesting to have an idea about the branch angle at insertion; can you extract 

them from the model of loading and look at its variability? 

 

On the followed figure, we plotted the final insertion angle for all branches which are inserted directly 

to the trunk (whatever their age). As you can see, after the first stage of growth (> 10 years) this 

insertion angle became uniform. Following our discussions with the botanists of the AMAP team, 

this plateau is close from the distribution in real trees.  

 

L231 both strategies alone – reword 

Done: we changed (see L288): “using either eccentric growth or RW led to …” 

 

L235 Eccentricity of 0.6 is already very high 

Indeed, we have changed all the discussion about this point, including comparison with personal data 

and literature. Eccentricity must be analysed taking into account an offset: see L288-302 for more 

information. 

 

L239 The more space eccentricity leaves to TW – please reword, it is not very clear 

change modified: for example: 

- in L250: “The more hypotrophic the eccentricity, the higher the tension stress at periphery.” 

-  in L313: “a higher maturation stress led to a larger eccentricity” 

 

L247 Please introduce results you are describing. Less intense TW reword lower  TW 

According to the suggestions of the reviewers and editor, we modified the structure of the paper and 

we split the “result and discussion” section into 2 separate parts. 

 

L245 Which trade-off is on your mind? 

 

This may be construction costs (biomass costs) or hydraulic constraints.  

 

L315-320: “However, experimental observation showed that this is not the usual configuration for 

branches. It raises interesting question on the main mechanical driver of branch construction. From 

a biological point a view, it could be more "costless" to produce TW than eccentricity, but this 



hypothesis was not yet investigated. Also, more work is needed to understand how TW and 

eccentricity are linked in angiosperm trees: since they may have some uncoordinated action, we can 

wonder if they have common triggered factors.” 

 

L255 ability -> capacity 

Corrected 

L263 inclination reword microfibril angle 

Corrected 

 

L269 eccentricity of 0.8 is very high, you previously mentioned that posture control drivers are less 

triggered but eccentricity modelled here is higher in softwood than in hardwood 

 

This part was a bit ambiguous. By ‘less triggered’, we meant that the softwood branches were lighter 

than the hardwood ones. But even if the loading is lower, the eccentricity needed to counteract this 

loading is higher. We hope that the formulation is clearer in the new version (L322): 

 

“First of all, the values of the stress distribution were much lower than for Prunus avium. This was 

explained by the size of the modelled branches: the average bending moment is much higher for birch 

tree than for pine, by a factor roughly 10. The effect of each factor alone (Fig 7) suggested that 

maturation is a much more efficient option than eccentricity. To ensure the same growth scenario, 

the eccentricity alone rose to about 0.8, which is close to a theoretical limit, whereas maturation alone 

led to low maturation strains in CW (<500 mu strain, corresponding to 4 MPa).” 

  

L267 I am wondering why do you let your model go for epitrophic eccentricity in conifer branches as 

this is not observed in nature. We do not need a complicated model to understand that allocation of 

the biomass to the lower side of the branch is not efficient mechanically. 

  

Actually, one of the limits of the model is the homogeneous stiffness. If we wanted to be more realistic, 

we have to compensate this hypothesis by considering a ‘compensating eccentricity’ (we can see this 

as an initial eccentricity, like an offset). Therefore, our epitrophic eccentricity could be offset and 

become hypotrophic. We added a paragraph (L371-388) and a figure (Fig 11) to give more details on 

this point. 

 

L274 What do you mean by coordination problem? 

 

In the new version, we changes the whole part of the analyse that refered to this point and this 

expression is not available anymore. However, by “coordination problem”, we meant that during the 

first stage of development, when CW is not yet differentiated, the eccentricity should be epitrophic, 

and then hypotrophic (as soon as the absolute value of CW is greater than NW). This small delay 

and theoretical change in the sign of eccentric growth could be a coordination problem. But we 

removed this part from the new discussion. More experimental work would be needed to investigate 

the role of these two parameters at the beginning of the growth. 

 

L277 In case of combined effects – specify the scenario, same for L286, by the way you start to 

discuss Fig. 8b before Fig. 8a 

Corrected 

 

L278 I can not see any red dotted line in Fig. 8b 

We changed the whole figure (see answer to the first reviewer) 

 



L284 It is a bit surprising conclusion because in general in temperate softwood branches exhibit 

more eccentric growth compared to temperate hardwood species. 

See the new formulation. We think that eccentric growth does not play a crucial role in the control 

of the orientation. It is probably triggered by other factors. Also, from what we observed in 

experimental data recorded in our lab (not published yet), temperate softwood branches do not 

exhibit more eccentric growth than temperate hardwood species. 

 

L295 This section is not very clear to me: Generating some tension at the pith allows the branch to 

create more CW…you mean that softwood branch could produce tension wood at the beginning of 

its growth under assumption of epitrophic growth? This seems to me rather unrealistic scenario for 

a softwood branch, I am not sure we should go for a deeper analysis you suggest for that but maybe 

I misunderstood? 

Indeed, softwoods do not produce tension wood, but any stress can be produced in the already formed 

wood as a result of the formation of the later layers. Usually in the pith compression stress is 

produced, which makes the situation of produced tension in the pith quite unusual, but it was an 

outcome of the simulation 

 

Fig. 9 – I do not think this figure gives additional information compared to Fig. 8 

The comment was relevant. We remove the figure. 

 

L307 Replace straightening by uprighting here 

Corrected 

 

L313 Expression building of branches should be revised 

In the whole document, we changed “building” by “construction”. 

 

L314 Ok for bending due to self-weight however any little wind sway will change everything. 

Of course wind change everything and this could obviously be a perspective of the work. We actually 

have coupled our model with some horizontal bending momentum, and included a horizontal 

eccentricity too. But it is another (part of the) story! 

 

L323 I am wondering if the shape change could not be an issue as well for perspectives, to test 

behaviour of ovalized cross-section of branches for example. 

Indeed that would be an interesting perspective. The cross-section provided by the Amap simulator 

were circular.This was not possible to consider oval sections in this work. Since only the vertical 

bending was considered, ovalized cross-section do not make much difference, except in terms of 

weight: vertical ovalization would be beneficial for the bending rigidity to weight ratio, while 

horizontal ovalization (sometime observed in plagiotropic branches) should improve the lateral 

resistance to wind.  
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Abstract11

This work aims to model the mechanical processes the mechanical consequences of different strategies12

used by tree branches to control ensure their posture despite their increasing weight loading the increasing13

loading due to gravity.. The two known options strategies for a branch to maintain its orientation14

straighten itself are the asymmetry of maturation stress, including reaction wood formation, and eccentric15

radial growth. Both options strategies can be observed in nature and influence the stress distribution16

developed in the branch each year. This so-called "growth stress" reflects the mechanical state of the17

branch. In this work, a growth stress model was developed at the cross-section level in order to quantify18

and study the bio-mechanical impact of each process strategy. For illustration, this model was applied19

to the branches of two 50-year-old trees, one softwood Pinus pinaster and one hardwood Prunus avium,20

both simulated with the AMAPSim finite element software. The computed outputs enlightened that,21

for both Prunus avium and Pinus pinaster, eccentric radial growth is less efficient than the formation22

of reaction wood to counter increasing gravity stress applied to the branch. For the pine, although23

eccentric growth does not necessarily act as a relevant lever for postural control, it greatly modifies24

the profile pattern of mechanical stress and could provide mechanical safety of the branch. This work25

opens experimental perspectives to understand the biomechanical processes involved in the formation of26

branches and their mechanical safety. The model show that in hardwoods, both strategies are efficient27

and that the combination of the two is optimal. In softwoods, the model shows that eccentricity process28

is less efficient. Moreover, eccentricity process does not necessarily act as a relevant lever for postural29

control. However eccentricity process greatly modify the profile pattern of mechanic stress. This work30

opens exciting experimental perspectives in order to understand the biomechanical process involved in31

the building of branches.32
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Abbreviations and notations (in order of occurrence)33

NW,TW,CW Normal Wood, Tension Wood, Compression Wood
(x, y, z) Local reference coordinates system associated with the section

O Centre of the section
r, R

Radial polar coordinate and Radii of the cross section (m)
e(R), e(R) Eccentricity at the stem radius R, integrated eccentricity up to r = R
(x′, y′, z′) Local reference coordinates associated with the section, centred on the pith

σ Stress (MPa)
σ0 Induced maturation stress (Mpa)
S Cross section area (m2)

N, M Loads (N): normal force parallel to z′ and bending moment around y′

E Module of elasticity in L direction (GPa): MOE
µ Induced maturation strain

ϵ, a, b Strain,Deformations: at the center, changes in local curvature around x,y
Ki Structural stiffness of the cross-section
Fi External coefficients (maturation and load)
θ Circumferential position in section (rad)

σ0(θ) Maturation strain in the new ring at circumferential position θ
α Mean maturation stress in the new ring
β Differential stress in the new ring

Rx′y′ Radius of the cross section at the instant of appearance of the point (x′, y′)
λN , λM , νM , νN Load power law: allometric coefficient

λb, νb Change of curvature power law: allometric coefficient
σNW , σT W , σCW Maturation stress in the normal wood, tension wood and compression wood
µNW , µT W , µCW Maturation strain in the normal wood, tension wood and compression wood

−−−→
Nn ,

−−−→
Mn Loads of growth unit n: normal force and bending moment around y

Nz, Mx, My, Mz Loads of growth unit n: projection of
−−−→
Nn on −→

z and bending moment
−−−→
Mn around −→

x,
−→
y ,

−→
z

mn Mass of the growth unit n (kg)
g Gravity constant: g = 9.8 m.s−2

Gn Centre of gravity of the growth unit n
Ed, Eg Air-dry, green MOE

ρ Density
µstrain 1/106

Dn, Dn+1 First and second diameter the growth unit n
Df Deflection of a growth unit
Ln Length of the growth unit n

34

35

Introduction36

From a mechanical point of view, wood in tree fulfils three major functions: construction of the37

tree architecture, postural control of trunk and branches and breaking resistance to external stimuli38

construction of the architecture, postural maintenance and resistance to external elements [Thibaut39

(2019)]. These three functions are provided by the way wood cells differentiate and accumulate during wood40

formation process. Each axis of a tree can be considered as an inclined beam, consisting of a succession41

of conical growth units [Barthélémy and Caraglio (2007)]. It is built in two steps: first, primary growth42

resulting in new growth units that increase the length of the initial axis; and secondary growth resulting43
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in thickening of already existing units by addition of annual rings. These two interactive and additional44

processes lead to a specific pattern of mechanical stress, called ’growth stress’, which can be analysed as45

the superposition of support stress and maturation stress [Archer (1976); Fournier et al. (1991a)]. The46

support stress results from the continuous increase of the weight supported by the axis over the years.47

It reaches maximal levels in the core of the stem and vanishes near stem periphery, where the recently48

formed wood contributes to the support of recently produced biomass only. Maturation stress is set up49

at the end of the cell-wall maturation process, when molecular components such as lignin polymerise,50

generating growth forces by small dilatation or contraction restrained by the rigidity of the previously51

formed wood cells [Alméras and Clair (2016)]. An evaluation of the maturation stress can be obtained52

by measuring the strain associated to stress release at stem periphery, where no support stress is present53

[Nicholson (1971); Yoshida and Okuyama: (2002); Yang et al. (2005)]. The circumferential heterogeneity54

of this peripheral stress is needed to regulate stem curvature. In most cases, a tensile maturation stress is55

produced in the newly formed ’normal wood’ (NW). But observations on inclined trunks [Alméras et al.56

(2005); Coutand et al. (2007); Thibaut and Gril (2021)], seedlings [Hung et al. (2016)] and branches [Fisher57

and Stevenson (1981); Huang et al. (2010); Tsai et al. (2012); Hung et al. (2017)] have evidenced a clear58

difference between hardwoods and softwoods behaviourtrees. Hardwoods are able to produce ’tension59

wood’ (TW) inducing a much higher tensile stress on one side, while for softwoods a compressive stress60

is induced in ’compression wood’ (CW). The first pulls, the second pushes. In the most usual cases of61

inclined stems restoring their vertical orientation, TW is formed on the upper side whileand CW is formed62

on the lower side of the trunk. But other situations can be encountered depending on the biomechanical63

requirements of the tree [Wang et al. (2009b)]. In addition to their participation in the postural control64

of tree stems, these two types of so-called ’reaction wood’ (RW) are characterised by specifica different65

anatomical pattern (not discussed here) and specific physical and mechanical properties.66

67

As an alternative to complex experimental approaches, growth stress modelling plays an important68

role in the understanding of the phenomena involved in the orientation process of a stem. The history of69

biomechanical models began begins with Kübler (1959) who proposed an analytical formulation of growth70

stress for a perfect cylinder made of a homogeneous and transversally isotropic wood.71

Later, Archer and Byrnes (1974) took into account an asymmetry of the maturation stress, and Fournier72

et al. (1991a,b) proposed a semi-incremental version of these models, allowing to take into account a73

potential gradient of mechanical parameters (stiffness, maturation). By associating their previous model74

to the loading induced by the tree weight, Fournier et al. (1994) made the connection between growth75

stress and stem orientation. To understand the parameters involved in orientation of the stems, This76

model has been adopted and developed by several authors in order to study the orientation process of77

stems. Yamamoto et al. (2002) added a primary shoot and returned to curvature calculations. Alméras78

and Fournier (2009) introduced the notion of gravitropic performance (capacity of the tree to correct the79

bending moment induced by its weight) and proposed criteria of long-term stability. Huang et al. (2005)80

and Alméras et al. (2005) impovedmade the model by introducing a secondary growth asymmetry and its81

resulting pith eccentricity, as well as stiffness heterogeneity, allowing to them quantify the effectiveness of82

eccentricity, maturation, stiffness gradient and initial radius in the curvature regulation process. They both83

enlightenedshowed that the main factor in the gravitropic correction process is the spatial distribution of84

the maturation stress. Still in line with Fournier’s 1994 model, Alméras et al. (2018) recently developed85

analytical models of longitudinal growth stress, taking into account different configurations, like eccentricity86

or maturation gradient, and evolution laws, like evolution of stiffness per additional layer. Finally, based87

on the same philosophy as that established by Kübler, tree-scale and finite-element models have emerged88

[Fourcaud et al. (2003); Ancelin et al. (2004)].89

90

Huang et al. (2010)’s model has been used to understand how eccentric growth and reaction wood are91

involved in branch orientation [Huang et al. (2010); Huang et al. (2009a); Huang et al. (2012); Huang et al. (2017)],92
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but all theses studies were based on the current state of the branch, without consideration of the93

previous history: although some of them quantified the roles of maturation and eccentricity in the94

regulation of curvature, none did evaluate their capacity to ensure a given growth scenario.Most of95

these models have been applied to trunks. Some theoretical work have been done for on inclined96

trunks [Alméras and Fournier (2009)]; and only one analytical work has been done so far on branches97

[Huang et al. (2010)]. Branches are particular axes subject to large inclinations, and some assumptions98

such as uniformity of eccentricity find their limits.The only model including an integration of the stress on99

the whole section, was proposed by Fourcaud et al. (2003),but did not take into account the eccentricity.Huang et al. (2005)100

and Alméras et al. (2005) have quantified the roles of maturation and eccentricity in the recovery process,101

but did not evaluate their capacity to ensure a given growth scenario..102

Unlike trunks, which usually seek verticality, after the first stages of growth, branches tend to grow103

in a stationary way at a fixed angle to the vertical. Therefore, in this framework,In this framework,104

we are interested in understanding how branches can control their orientation, through the study of105

growth parameters: eccentric growth and reaction wood. The aim is to check by calculation what option106

is mechanically possible and safe for the branch. For this purpose, we developed a semi-incremental107

biomechanical model of growth stress at the cross section level that takes into account the eccentricity108

and maturation gradients during the building of branches. Using the digital models of one softwood109

Pinus pinaster and one hardwood Prunus avium a hardwood and a softwood, the impact of each of these110

two growth parameters straightening strategies on the stress state were evaluated.111

Material and methods112

Numerical model113

General hypotheses114

The problem will was set in the framework of the beam theory. From a geometrical point of view, branches115

generally show profiles that are well suit to this type of analytical framework: a slender shape and no116

important diameter variations. The shape effects due to twigs and other local biological phenomena (cavity,117

nodes, etc.) were neglected. The same set of hypotheses as in Alméras et al. (2018) was adopted. In this118

study, we focused on the behaviour in the longitudinal direction (parallel to the main axis). Horizontal119

bending and torsion loads were not considered. Only the vertical bending moment (that caused by the120

weight) was considered; these initial hypotheses on the loading modes are discussed later.121

Geometrical settings122

The object of study was the cross-section of a branch, placed within a plane locally orthogonal to the pith.123

The local reference frame of the section is (x⃗, y⃗, z⃗), with z⃗ the longitudinal direction of the axis, and x⃗124

placed in a vertical plane and facing upwards (Figure 1). The shape of the cross-section was assumed to be125

circular at any stage of development, described by the successive depositions of wood rings. The term of126

’ring’ refers here to the volume occupied by wood cells produced by the cambium during a certain duration127

of time, not necessarily annual: it must be taken in a numerical meaningsense. These rings possibly could128

present an eccentricity resulting from asymmetry of secondary growth. Since the model only takes into129

account vertical bending, the eccentricity was set along the x axis, as expressed by the following equation:130

O(t) =
∫ R(t)

0
e(r)dr = eR(t) (1)

with O(t) the position of the geometrical centre and R(t) the radius of the section at time t, e(r) the131

eccentricity when the stem radius was r and e the integrated eccentricity up to r = R. The eccentricity can132

vary in the interval [−1, 1]. A zero eccentricity corresponds to a centred section, while −1 or 1 corresponds133
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to maximum eccentricity resulting from secondary growth only on the lower or the upper side of the134

section, respectively. In the following, the position x′ in the pith reference frame iswill be needed. By135

calling x the vertical position in the geometrical reference frame, we deduce from equation 1:136

x = x′ − eR (2)

Computation of the mechanical behaviour137

We will developed a radial incremental method. For each radial increment, the longitudinal stress was138

computed in orderso as to satisfy the static equilibrium of the cross section:139


∫

S
δσdS +

∫
δS

σ0dS = δN∫
S

δσxdS +
∫

δS
σ0xdS = −δM

(3a)

(3b)

where S is the cross-section area, δS is its increment, δσ is the increment of stress σ in the already140

formed wood, in response to the maturation stress σ0 generated in the new wood layer. δN and δM141

are respectively the increment of external force N and bending moment M , that are applied on the142

cross-section. For illustration, the geometric situation for K rings and an increment of stem radius δR is143

proposed in Figure 1.144

Figure 1: Geometrical representation of a section with K numerical rings and a radial increment δR
between rings (k − 1) and k.

145

The stress σ is linked to the strain ϵ by a classical pre-stressed Hooke law:146

σ = E (ϵ − µ) = Eϵ + σ0 (4)

where E is the longitudinal Young’s modulus, µ is the maturation strain and σ0 is the maturation stress. In147

the context of the beam theory, the planar sections remain planar sections (Euler-Bernouilli assumption).148

The strain field is then described by the deformation a at the centre of the pith and the curvature b relative149

to the y-axis as follows:150

δϵ = δa + xδb (5)
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where δϵ, δa, δb are the increments of ϵ, a, b, respectively. The stress increment δσ, in the already formed151

wood, where no maturation occurs anymore, can then be deduced:152

δσ = Eδϵ = E(δa + xδb) (6)

From these considerations, the system (3) becomes (details of the calculation are given in Appendix A):

{
K0δa + K1δb = δF0

K1δa + K2δb = δF1

(7a)
(7b)

with153

K0 = EπR2, K1 = EπeR3, K2 = EπR4
(

e2 + 1
4

)
(8)

δF0 = −
∫

δS
σ0dS + δN, δF1 = −

∫
δS

σ0xdS − δM

The calculation of the coefficients δF0 and δF1 depends on the formulation of the maturation stress. The154

maturation stress was assumed to vary circumferentially as follows:155

σ0(θ) = α + β cos θ (9)

where the mean stress α and differential stress β were defined differently in softwood and hardwood species:
Hardwood: α = σT W + σNW

2 ; β = σT W − σNW

2
Softwood: α = σCW + σNW

2 ; β = σNW − σCW

2

(10a)

(10b)

where σT W (resp. σCW ) is the maturation stress in the tension wood (resp. compression wood), and σNW

is the stress in the opposite wood (normal wood). One gets :

δF0 = −πR (2α + eβ) δR + δN

δF1 = −πR2
(
3αe + e2β + β

)
δR − δM

(11a)

(11b)

From equations (8), (11a) and (11b), the components of the system (7) are known. By inversion, δα and156

δb can be obtained according to the following equations (see details in Appendix B):157


δa = 4

ER

[(
3ee − 2e2 − 1

2

)
α +

(
ee2 − ee2 + e − e

4

)
β

]
δR + 4

EπR3

[
eδM +

(
e2 + 1

4

)
RδN

]
δb = −4

ER2

[
(3e − 2e) α +

(
e2 − ee + 1

)
β)
]

δR − 4
EπR4 (δM + eRδN)

(12a)

(12b)

Once δa and δb are known, the stress increment δσ at any position given by (x′, y′) can be obtained from158

equation(6). The stress distribution at this position can be obtained as the sum of the initial maturation159

stress and all the stress increments undergone by the material point since its creation.160

σ(x′, y′, R) = σ0(x′, y′) +
K∑

k=kx′y′

δσk (13)

where δRk = rk − rk−1 for a succession of ring radii 0 < r0 < ... < rk < ... < rK = R, δσk is the161

corresponding increment, and kx′y′ designates the ring containing the point.162
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Analytical formulations163

Using equations (12b) and dividing by dR, we get the following equations when dR tends to zeroWhen164

each incremental term in expression (12b) is divided by dR and dR tends to zero, the ratio tends to the165

derivative against R, leading to :166


da

dR
= 4

ER

[(
3ee − 2e2 − 1

2

)
α +

(
ee2 − ee2 + e − e

4

)
β + 1

πR2

(
e

dM

dR
+
(

e2 + 1
4

)
R

dN

dR

)]
db

dR
= −4

ER2

[
(3e − 2e) α +

(
e2 − ee + 1

)
β + 1

πR2

(dM

dR
+ eR

dN

dR

)] (14a)

(14b)

Using equation (13) and dividing by δR, we obtain the following spatial derivative equation ∂σ/∂R: If167

the division by δR is applied to the stress σ, a function of the stem radius R and the position x′, the168

partial derivative ∂σ/∂R is obtained, so that equation (13) becomes:169

σ(x′, y′, R) = σ0(x′, y′) +
∫ R

Rx′y′

∂σ

∂R
(x′, R′)dR′ (15)

whereby calling Rx′y′ is the radius of the section at the instant of appearance of the point with coordinates170

(x′, y′).171

On the other hend, the expressions of axial force N(R) and bending moment M(R) are requiredneeded to
compute the evolution of the stress distribution in the cross section. For this purpose, we assumed that
boththey vary as a power function of the radius of the branch. This resulted in the following allometric
laws: {

N = λN RνN

M = λM RνM

(16a)
(16b)

with λN,M and νN,M are allometric coefficients. The λ−coefficients are directly proportional to the weight172

of the branch part supported by the cross section (the branch itself and the other axes of higher orders).173

The ν−coefficients express the kinetics of the secondary growth: a small ν refers to an early secondary174

growth while a higher one refers to a later diameter increase.175

176

The calculation of σ requires also the knowledge of the temporal variation of thecurvature b. In order
to simplify the analyses, we mainly studied stationary casesmost of the cases, e we will assume i.e. we
assumed that the branch maintains its orientation and remains straight. This assumption results in
db

dR
= 0. and the fact that Physiologically, this equation expresses that the branch always compensates

balances its weight increment at eachevery deposition step of a new wood layeraddition. However, we can
consider two cases for which the branch does not build up in a stationary way: i) the passive bending
(under its own weight) case, and ii) the up-righting case (i.e. the action of maturation is stronger than
the additional weight). In both cases, the resulting change in curvature has been modelledcalculated by
Alméras and Fournier (2009) and Alméras et al. (2018). It can then be written as follows:

Up-righting: db

dR
= −4 β

ER2

Passive bending: db

dR
= 4λM νM

Eπ
RνM −5

(17a)

(17b)

For the next computationscalculation, we used the followingwill then take a general law:177

db

dR
= λbR

νb (18)
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Combining (14),(15),(16) and (18), the total stress can then be computed as:178

σi(x′, y′, R) = σi
0(x′, y′)+S1 ln

(
R

Rx′y′

)
+S2

S3

(
RS2 − RS2

x′y′

)
+S4

S5

(
RS5 − RS5

x′y′

)
+S6

S7

(
RS7 − RS7

x′y′

)
x′ (19)

where S1 = 4
[(

3ee − 2e2 − 1
2

)
α +

(
ee2 − ee2 + e − e

4
)

β
]

is driven by the maturation process, S2 =179

λN νN
π

(
e2 + 1

4

)
, S3 = νN − 2, S4 = 4

π λM νM e and S5 = νM − 3 by branch loading (geometric evolution of180

the branch), S6 = Eλb and S7 = νb + 1 by the orientation of the branch.181

For each radius r, the remaining unknowns are the mean stress α, the differential stress β and the182

eccentricity e. Equation (14b) can be rewritten as:183

(3e − 2e) α +
(
e2 − ee + 1

)
β = −1

πr2

(
dM

dR
+ eR

dN

dR

)
− E

R2

4
db

dR
(20)

Thus by fixing two parameters, the third is directly determined. The maturation parameters α and β are184

determined by the maturation stress σNW in normal wood and σT W or σCW in reaction wood according185

to equation (10). these parameters will be managed.186

We consideredwill consider two possible configurations for the simulations in next section:187

1. First, we applyed a constant eccentricity (so that e = e) and we fixed the stress level in the normal
wood. In that case, the maturation stress of the reaction wood was given by equations (10):

σT W = −2
πR2(1 + e)

(
dM

dR
+ er

dN

dR

)
+ σNW

(1 − e

1 + e

)
+ λb

(
ER2

2(1 + e)

)
Rνb

σCW = 2
πR2(1 − e)

(
dM

dR
+ eR

dN

dR

)
+ σNW

(1 + e

1 − e

)
− λb

(
ER2

2(1 − e)

)
Rνb

(21a)

(21b)

2. Second, we fixed the maturation parameters and we observed how the eccentric growth could, or188

not, maintain the orientation of the branch. we observe how the branch straighten, or not, just by189

varying the eccentricity of the secondary growth. In this configuration, equation 20 becamebecomes190

a two degrees equation in e that could be solved numerically.191

In these two configurations, using data on the support allometries λN , λM , νM , νN , we can calculate the192

stress in the reaction wood and/or the eccentricity with different (λb, νb), then deduce the growth stress193

profile in the section (eq. 19). In the next part, we see how the allometric coefficients can be obtained194

from data generated by growth modelrealistic growth data.195

Realistic growth data196

Tree architecture modellingTree material197

Numerical experiments were carried out using two reference models: one softwood Pinus Pinaster (pine)198

and one hardwood Prunus avium (birch)(Fig 2). Their growth follows the architectural model of Rauh199

[Hallé et al. (1978)]. This implies that the branching is rythmic, the axes are monopodial and the branches200

are orthotropicBoth their architectures follow Rauh’s model, meaning that the branching is rythmic, the201

axes monopodial and the branches orthotropic [Hallé et al. (1978)]. These d Digital trees were computed202

with AMAPSim software [Barczi et al. (2007)]. The input of this software are architectural parameters203

which were provided by observations and field studies: Coudurier et al. (1993) and Heuret et al. (2006)204

for Pinus pinaster, Caraglio (1996) and Barthélémy et al. (2009) for Prunus avium. The choice of theses205

species was based on the availability of temperate species in AMAPSim database. The two trees were206

modelled over 50 years in open-growth conditions, which did not correspond to the same ontogenic stage207
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of development, but allowed both trees to be considered mature. In the final state, the pine (resp. birch)208

was 18,2 m (resp. 14,1 m) high. The diameter at the base was 40 cm for both species. The insertion209

height of the first branch was 14,3 m for pine and 4,6 m for the birch. The branches of interest were the210

main branches; those that were directly attached to the trunk. In addition, only branches that were more211

than 20 years old have been studied, so that they had a consistent loading history. Finally, 33 branches212

for the pine and 45 for the birch were selected. For each of the branch groups, the distributions of length213

L, radius r and insertion angle with the trunk θ are shown in Table 1. In this table, si correspond to the214

standard deviation of parameter i and im corresponds to the mean value.215

Species Lm (m) sL (m) rm (m) sL(cm) θm (m) sθ (m)
Pinus pinae 5,3 0,4 5,2 0,3 70 0,01

Prunus avium 7,9 1,4 8,1 0,7 80 0,05
216

Table 1: Geometric distribution of branches of interest.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: AMAPSim representation of aerial architecture of 50-years old trees. (a) Prunus avium and (b)
Pinus pinaster 50 year old birch (a) and pine (b) tree.

Loading scenarii: allometric laws217

Each tree was composed of axes organised hierarchically according to their order: 1 for the tree seed,218

2 for the trunk, 3 for the main branches, 4 for those attached to them, etc.. Each axis was described219

as a succession of growth units (GU), which were sections of cones, identified by a number (in order of220

appearance), and defined by a parent number, an order, a start and end diameter, the coordinates of221

the centres of both initial and final sections as well as their length (Fig 3). Note that the description222

provided by AmapSim did not include the internal structure of the growth units, such as eccentricity. To223

avoid unnecessary complications, the coordinates of the centres were taken as those of the pith. From224

the model data, the moments and normal forces can be computed in each growth unit, at any time of225

the tree’s existence. In addition to a part of its own weight, each unit is subjected to the weight of its226

offsprings - this term referring to any growth unit that would fall if the studied one was cut. The normal227
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Figure 3: Allometric law of Prunus avium. The bending moment is calculated from the geometry of
the modeled branch (a) and (b). The graph (c)Graph c) represents the relationship between the branch
diameter and the bending moment. The fitted curve provides the allometric law.

force
−−−→
Nn and bending moment

−−−→
Mn supported by the growth unit n can be written:228

−−−→
Nn = 1

2mn
−→
g +

∑
k≻n

k offspring

mk
−→
g (22)

229
−−−→
Mn =

−−−−−−→
GnG′

n ∧
(1

2mn
−→
g

)
+

∑
k≻n

k children

−−−−−−→
GnGk ∧ (mk

−→
g ) (23)

where Gn is the centre of gravity of the current growth unit, G′
n is the centre of gravity of its second half,230

on the downstream side of Gn, Gk is the centre of gravity of an offspring of number k > n, mi is the mass231

of growth unit i and −→
g is the gravity vector. Once

−−−→
Nn and

−−−→
Mn were computed in the absolute coordinates232

used for the description of the whole tree, they were projected in the local coordinates system (x⃗′, y⃗′, z⃗),233

with z⃗ of the chosen cross section. In the following, in accordance with the development of the previous234

section, Nz refers to the projection of
−→
N on z⃗ and My to the projection of

−−→
M on y⃗′.235

Power law regressions were performed to recover the allometric coefficients λM , λN , νN , νM . A summary236

of the analysis process is proposed in Figure 3.237

For the selected branch groups, tBranches need to have a long loading history to exhibit interesting stress238

profiles. Thus, only branches of order 3 (attached to the trunk) and older than 15 (resp. 17) years were239

selected in Pinus pinaster (resp. Prunus avium). Finally, 64 axes for pine and 65 for cherry wood were240

identified.T he distribution of all allometric coefficients for the growth unit closest to the trunk, are241

presented in Figure 4. In Pinus, there was a large variation in ν−coefficient, with νM varying by almost242

a factor 2 in the studied sample; indicating very variable secondary growth kinetics. In Prunus, the243

range of variation of the allometric power coefficients was smaller, which depicted a higher homogeneity244

of secondary growth kinetics. For both species, a great diversity in λ− coefficients was observed, which245

depicted a significant variability in the loading history. This is particularly interesting as the branches246
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Figure 4: Statistical distribution of allometric coefficients for modelled branches: (a) Pinus pinaster (b)
Prunus avium (a) Pinus branches over 15 years old; (b) Prunus branches over 17 years old. λM,N refers
to the weight, νM,N to the kinetic of secondary growth.

showed geometric determinants that did not vary over large ranges (Table 1). For example, the radii of247

the axes considered in Pinus vary by only 1.5 cm between the smallest and largest axis, while the length248

varies by 20% between the shortest and longest axes. Also, these coefficients do not appear to vary as a249

function of geometric parameters.. This reflects the complexity of predicting the loading of a branch from250

the determinants of the main axis, and shows the importance of branching. In both cases, these variations251

in the λ−coefficients result in a factor of 4 in the bending load between the lightly loaded and the heavily252

loaded branches.253

The average values of each allometric and final geometry, indicated in table 2, will be used for the254

simulations.255

Material data and stem orientation256

The stress values in the normal wood were fixed according to the average maturation strains advised by257

Thibaut and Gril (2021). Similarly, the green wood MOE were given by the correlation between dry and258

green MOE identified by Thibaut and Gril (2021): Eg = 0.89 ∗ Ed. Dry MOE were provided by the tropix259

database of CIRAD [Gérard et al. (2011)]. The density of green wood was approximated by the density of260

water ρ = 1000 kg.m−3. These inputs are summarised in Table 2.261

In the following section, the case of stationary growth (νb = 0) will be considered principally and analysed262

thoroughly. Situations of changing curvature will be then considered briefly.263

Species λM λN νM νN r µNW Ed Eg

Pinus pinae -6.4e6 5e4 3.2 2.5 0.05 410 8.8 7.9
Prunus avium -2.6e7 9.5e3 3.6 2.7 0.08 712 10.2 9.1

264

Table 2: Mean input characteristics of the branches. λN,M and νN,M correspond to the allometric evolution
of the normal load and bending moment, r (m) is the radius at the basal part of the branch, νNW (µstrain)
is the maturation strain in the normal wood, and Ed,g (GPa) is the dry and green modulus of the material.
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Results265

Prunus avium266

Fig 5 shows simulation results obtained for Prunus avium, when one of the factors (eccentricity or RW) is267

set to zero. On Fig 5.a, the stress on the whole section is represented. In this case, the branch maintains268

its orientation through the formation of reaction wood only (no eccentric growth). The area near the pith269

is in compression (red), while the periphery is in tension (blue), with a higher tension on the upper side,270

allowing to maintain the orientation. Fig 5.b shows the interpolation of the stress distribution of Fig 5.a271

on the main axis y=0.The figure 5.c represents the maturation stress in the tension wood throughout the272

growth of the branch. The larger the branch grew, the higher the needed stress level. The symmetric273

case, with no formation of reaction wood but eccentric growth, is presented in Fig 5.d-f. This example274

illustrates that eccentricity alone could theoretically provide the orientation control. Fig 5.f shows the275

evolution of the eccentricity through the radial growth of the branch. Like the reaction wood stress in the276

previous case, the needed eccentricity increased when the branch grew. The pattern of stress distribution277

of Fig 5.d is quite similar as in Fig 5.a , with compression near the pith and tension at the periphery, but278

the section is off-centred and the tension at periphery is the same all around the section, confirming the279

absence of reaction wood.280
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Figure 5: Prunus avium: The horizontal orientation of the branch is maintained by the two different
processes drivers: (a-c) the maturation stress provided by the formation of reaction wood; (d-f) the
eccentric growth; (a,d) 2D visualisation of the growth stress in the whole section; (b,e) Growth stress
profile on diameter y=0. (c,f) Parametric representation of the tropic driver, maturation stress (c) and
eccentricity (f).

Several postural control scenarii have been computed. First, the ability of the branch to maintain its281

orientation through RW formation only (Fig 5.a-c) or secondary growth eccentricity only (Fig 5.d-f) is282

evaluated. Then, combinations of these options is proposed (Fig 6): for each combination, one parameter283

(growth eccentricity or maturation) is assumed to be uniform throughout the growth of the branch, while284

the other is assumed to be the driver of orientation control.285

Fig 6 shows the combination of the two factors. For each of them, three different scenarii were proposed.286

In Fig 6.a, the reaction wood factor controlled the orientation. Different eccentricities, ranging from -0.5287
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Figure 6: Different possible options to maintain the orientation of Prunus avium branches: (a) a constant
eccentricity combined with the maturation that becomes the main driver of postural control; or (b) a
constant maturation gradient combined with an eccentricity that becomes the main driver of postural
control.Illustration of different straightening strategies forPrunus avium: (a) constant eccentricity, the
maturation is the main driver of postural control; (b)constant difference of maturation stress, the
eccentricity is the main driver of postural control.

to 0.5 were imposed. The resulting stress patterns are represented in Fig 6.a.i : the higher tension on the288

upper side maintained the posture. The more hypotrophic the eccentricity, the higher the tension stress at289

periphery. This is confirmed by the evolution of reaction wood maturation stress through branch growth290

in Fig 6.a.ii. The situations where the eccentricity controlled the posture are shown in Fig. 6.b. Where291

uniform tension was imposed (σT W = 2σNW ,σT W = 3σNW ), the eccentricity pattern became particular:292

we observed a decrease during the first year, followed by an increase (Fig 6.b.ii). This is explained by the293

growth scenario: at the beginning of the development, fixing a uniform reaction wood formation tended294

to right-up the stem, while a stationary orientation was imposed. Therefore, the eccentricity process295

counteracted this righting up movement, leading to the initial decrease. As the branch grew, the effect of296

the reaction wood decreased and the branch tended to bend forward: the eccentricity counteracted this297

trend, leading to the final increase. This coordination problem may probably be specific to our scenario298

that imposed a stationary orientation throughout the entire growth the branch, including the first stages299

of development.300
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Pinus pinaster301

For Pinus pinaster, we used the same approach. The set of results is presented in Fig.7 and Fig.8. When302

no eccentricity was involved (Fig 7.a-c), a light compression stress was observed on the lower side of the303

section. When the branch grew, the compression stress increased (Fig 7.c). In case of no reaction wood304

formation (i.e. no maturation stress), the distributions of growth stress and eccentricity (7.d-f) were quiet305

similar to the previous example with the birch tree: tension in periphery, compression near the pith, and306

an increasing eccentricity with branch growth.307
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Figure 7: Pinus pinaster : Horizontal orientation maintained by the two different processes drivers: a-c)
maturation stress and d-f) eccentricity. Different types of representation are proposed: a) (resp. d))
2D visualisation of the growth stress (resp. eccentricity) in the whole section. b) and e) Growth stress
profile on the line y=0. c) and f) Parametric representation of the tropic driver: maturation stress and
eccentricity.

The combination of the two factors is shown in Fig. 8. As for Prunus avium, different eccentricities308

were imposed (Fig.8.a): the more epitrophic the eccentricity, the higher reaction wood maturation stress.309

Although the different compression stress levels were close, the dynamic of this stress within the growth of310

the branch was different (Fig 8.a.ii). Also, the stress pattern exhibits a difference near the pith (Fig. 8.a.i),311

with some tension in this area for eccentricity e = 0.5. in case of a uniform reaction wood maturation312

(8.b), the profile remained quite similar to birch tree. We could not impose a too low compression stress313

because of the above-mentioned coordination incompatibility.314

Influence of branch orientation: the stationarity hypothesis315

In order to evaluate the relevance of the stationarity hypothesis i.e. the branch keeps the same orientation),316

different growth scenarii are considered. For each branch, the case of active up-righting straightening or317

passive bending was modelled (using the equation 17). Passive bending was driven by increasing weight,318

calculated on the modelled branches. Up-righting was driven by the maturation gradient, which was set319

at 400 µstrain (σ ≈ 3.2 MPa) for pine and 700 µstrain (σ ≈ 6.2 MPa) for birch (the gradient was of the320

order of magnitude of NW stress). The results are shown in Figure 9. In birch, no major change of the321

stress pattern was observed. In contrast, the pattern changed greatly for pine. For a passive-bending322
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Figure 8: Different options to maintain the orientation for Pinus pinaster branches: Illustration of
different straightening strategies for Pinus pinaster : (a) constant eccentricity, the maturation is the main
driver of postural control; (b): constant maturation gradient, the eccentricity is the main driver of postural
control.

branch, a ’V’ profile and the absence of compression wood were observed. For up-righting straightening,323

the previously-mentioned profile with tension at the pith was observed.324

Discussion325

Prunus avium: heavily loaded hardwood326

Regarding the stress distribution (Fig.5), using either eccentric growth or reaction wood led to realistic327

orders of magnitude (except near the pith, which is an intrinsic limit of our model. This specific328

point is discussed in section Limits of the model). In the case with no eccentricity, a tensile strain of329

µRW ≈ 2140µstrain (σT W ≈ 19.5 MPa) was obtained, quite similar to literature values, for much smaller330

branches: on 4 cm plagiotropic branches of eight tree species, Tsai et al. (2012) reported an average331

strain in reaction wood of around 2100µstrain, with some values up to ≈ 5000µstrain. When combined332

with uniform eccentricity, it seems safer to promote the growth on the upper side: it minimises both333

high tensile stress and area with high compression stress. Interestingly, the worst case (hypotrophic334

eccentricity e = −0, 5, more, solid line in Fig 6.a) led to levels approaching the limits, but already335

observed [Huang et al. (2005); Huang et al. (2012)]: µRW ≈ 4970µstrain (σT W ≈ 45.4 MPa). Note that336
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Figure 9: Distribution of growth stresses for different orientation scenarios.

although for softwoods, there is a consensus on the usually observed eccentricity orientation (hypotrophic)337

[Timell (1986)], the eccentricity has been observed in both directions in hardwood branches [Kucera and Philipson (1977); Kucera and Philipson (2009b); Kucera and Philipson (2012)]338

although not usually in trunk. Therefore, this could be a tropic response for angiosperms branches, that339

tend to bend forward. This non-optimal pattern would be the consequence of a coordination between340

eccentricity and maturation stress. An extensive measurement campaign on branches would be needed341

to clarify this point. In the absence of RW (Fig 5.d-f), the eccentricity alone ensured the orientation.342

The maximal value was around 0.6, which seems quite high compared to literature values. For example,343

Hung et al. (2017) performed measurements on 10 plagiotropic branches of Koelreuteria henryi. The344

average radius was 2.6 cm, and the eccentricity had an average value of -0.37, with a maximum at -0.54.345

Unpublished data on more than 150 branches from six different temperate species showed very different346

patterns, depending from the species, but eccentricity was never below -0.5. This suggests that eccentricity347

is a limited driver of postural control. This result is in line with the work of Alméras et al. (2005), who348

showed that eccentricity in leaning stem explains a much lower part of the curvature than the maturation349

gradient (≈ 29% for eccentricity while ≈ 66% for maturation gradient).350

The combination of radial growth eccentricity with uniform maturation stress showed the same tendency351

as the dual combination (uniform eccentricity): a higher maturation stress led to a larger eccentricity.352

Comparing all simulations, the most optimal case was a constant positive eccentricity (dotted line in Fig353

6.a). However, experimental observation showed that this is not the usual configuration for branches. It354

raises interesting question on the main mechanical driver of branch construction. From a biological point355

a view, it could be more "costless" to produce TW than eccentricity, but this hypothesis was not yet356

investigated. Also, more work is needed to understand how TW and eccentricity are linked in angiosperm357

trees: since they may have some uncoordinated action, we can wonder if they have common triggered358

factors.Both strategies alone (Fig.5) lead to realistic orders of magnitude (except near the pith, which is359

an intrinsic limit of our model; this specific point is discussed in section Limits of the model). Across the360

chosen combinations, no single strategy seems to be more efficient than the other. For example, eccentricity361

alone (5.a-c and 6.b, solid line) may be sufficient to maintain the branch orientation while keeping a362

sufficient mechanical safety margin (max(e) = 0.6). In comparison, with zero eccentricity (Fig.6.a, dashed363

line), TW alone leads to a tensile strain µRW ≈ 2140µstrain (σT W ≈ 19.5 MPa), also far from limits364

observed in literature [Huang et al. (2005); Huang et al. (2021)]. Moreover, eccentricity and deformation365

in TW acts as an optimisation of branch control and resistance to breakage: promoting epitrophic366

eccentricity (more radial growth on the upper side) allows less tension in TW: the more space eccentricity367

leaves to TW, the lower the stress in it. Interestingly, the worst case (hypotrophic eccentricity, more radial368

growth on the lower side, solid line in Fig 6.a) leads to orders of magnitude that are on the border of369

limits, but observable: µRW ≈ 4970µstrain (σT W ≈ 45.4 MPa). Note that although for softwoods, there is370
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a consensus on the eccentricity orientation (hypotrophic) for tropism responses [Timell (1986)], hardwood371

species can show eccentricities in both directions [Kucera and Philipson (1977); Kucera and Philipson (2009b); Kucera and Philipson (2012)].372

The hypotrophic eccentricity (Fig 6.a) is obviously not motivated by an optimisation of postural control,373

suggesting the existence of trade-offs with other vital functions.374

Even if the observation is the same (epitrophic eccentricity lead to less intense TW), graphs 6.b (dashed375

and dotted lines) show profiles that have higher safety margins than those in Figure 6.a. When combined,376

it seems more efficient to vary the eccentricity and keep a constant difference of maturation stress than377

to keep a uniform eccentricity and to vary the maturation stress. To date, there is no study that has378

attempted to investigate the variations in space and time of the eccentricity in the branches. This is a379

very interesting perspective to understand the interaction between eccentricity, maturation and postural380

control of inclined axes.381

Pinus pinaster: lightly loaded softwood382

First of all, the values of the stress distribution were much lower than for Prunus avium. This was383

explained by the size of the modelled branches: the average bending moment is much higher for birch384

tree than for pine, by a factor roughly 10 (see λM and λN in Table 2). The effect of each factor alone385

(Fig 7) suggested that maturation is a much more efficient option than eccentricity. To ensure the same386

growth scenario, the eccentricity alone rose to about 0.8, which is close to a theoretical limit, whereas387

maturation alone led to low maturation strains in CW (<500 µstrain, corresponding to 4 MPa). Besides,388

this eccentricity was not in the direction of what is commonly observed. This point remains logical,389

because without CW, the epitrophic eccentricity is the only way to counteract the effect of gravity.390

A uniform eccentricity combined with RW formation led to quite similar patterns (Fig 8.a): for this range391

of loading, the eccentricity had little influence on stress distribution.Considering that the density of elastic392

energy is proportional to the square of the stress, the pattern produced a low level of stored elastic energy,393

possibly reducing the risk of mechanical failure. Also, although eccentricity did not bring much variations394

in the value of the maturation stress, it considerably modified the shape of the resulting stress profiles (Fig395

8.a.i). Indeed, these profiles can become ’crenellated’ (Fig 8.a.i, dashed curve for zero eccentricity, solid396

curve for e = −0.5) or include tension at the pith (dotted line for e = 0.5). It seems that before producing397

tension in the pith, an efficient configuration could be reached by generating compression below the pith398

and tension above. Ideally, this may be a very relevant option for branches. These results about the399

mechanical strategies of branches should be confronted to experimental measurements. Otherwise, these400

pattern changes could also be an optimisation of the residual strength of wood: CW is known to have401

high compressive strength conferred by its high lignin content and cell wall structure. Generating some402

tension at the pith allows the branch to create more CW. To answer this question it would be necessary to403

take into account strength parameters in our stress computation model. Adding a damage-elastoplastic404

law would also allow to study the effects of stress relaxation and to observe if some profiles, that are here405

not optimal for maintaining the branch orientation, could possibly become optimal for resisting breakage.406

Using eccentricity combined to RW formation (Fig 8.b) leads to usual patterns, with compression near407

the pith, tension on the upper side and compression on the lower one. Eccentricity is epitrophic: this is408

the opposite to what is usually observed: unpublished data on 20 branches (average radius of 3 cm) of409

Pinus nigra showed an average eccentricity of -0.2. This non-intuitive result is partly explained by our410

hypothesis of uniform stiffness, as will be discussed later.It is also explained here by the change of sign411

between NW and CW. In the early stages of growth, as long as the stress in the CW is lower than in the412

NW, the best option to maintain the orientation is to do epitrophic eccentricity. Once the stress in the413

CW becomes higher than in the NW, it is more efficient to do hypotrophic eccentricity. Our scenarios do414

not allow us to reach stress levels in compression that are higher than the stress in normal wood. This is415

due to the above mentioned incompatibility of our scenario.416

Similarly, for Pinus pinaster, we compare the ability of maturation process alone (Fig 7.a-c) and growth417

eccentricity alone (Fig 7.d-f) to maintain a constant orientation, then study the combination of these418
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processes (Figure 8). Note that the average bending moment due to weight is much higher for birch419

tree, by a factor roughly 10, than for pine (see λM and λN in Table 2). This may explain why the420

straightening drivers are much less triggered in the case of this pine. Moreover, in the current model421

the Young’s modulus is supposed to be uniform in the whole cross section. While this hypothesis does422

not have much impact on the stress profiles for hardwoods, where both TW and NW produce tensile423

stress and the difference of Young’s moduli is moderate, it modifies the results for softwoods much more.424

Indeed, although CW of softwoods is typically denser than NW, due to the higher inclination of cellulose425

microfibrils, its Young’s modulus is often much lower. This explains for a part the commonly observed426

association of CW production with eccentric growth. This is an important limitation of the proposed427

formulation and will have to be kept in mind when discussing the results. The analysis of each strategy428

alone (maturation: Fig 7.a-c and Fig.8.a dashed line; eccentricity: Fig 7.d-f and Fig.8.b solid line) suggests429

that maturation is more efficient than eccentricity. To ensure the same growth scenario, the eccentricity430

alone rises to about 0.8, which is not far from a limit value, whereas maturation alone leads to low431

maturation strains in CW (<500 µstrain, corresponding to 4 MPa). Besides, this eccentricity is not in the432

direction of what is commonly observed. This point remains logical, because without CW, the epitrophic433

eccentricity leads to shifting the bending centre upward to limit the bending moment load. Finding an434

eccentricity opposite to the usual one observed is therefore quite plausible. In fact, the eccentricity in the435

early stages of development generates a coordination problem, especially for softwoods. For hardwoods,436

the simultaneous building of TW and eccentricity is not an issue, whereas building a hypotrophic growth437

pattern without CW is not efficient for softwoods.In case of combined effects, although eccentricity alone438

ensures stationarity, it does not succeed anymore when combined to a uniform maturation (red dotted439

line in Fig. 8.b). For the chosen parameters, this means that if the maturation strain was higher than -180440

µstrain (σCW ≈ 1.4 MPa, black dotted line in Fig. 8.b) the branch could not ensure its orientation using441

the eccentricity process only. As said before, the early stages of development in softwood seems to generate442

coordination problem. Finally, varying the eccentricity while keeping the maturation stress constant seems443

to be an irrelevant biomechanical strategy for the branch. Beyond this result, one can also wonder if this444

case was realistic: to what extent are there constant maturation constraints throughout the growth of445

the branches? But if these situations do really exist, then eccentricity clearly does not have a crucial446

role in maintaining postural control. For the other combined effects, the eccentricity does not bring much447

change in the value of the maturation stress (Fig. 8.a). However, it considerably modifies the shape of the448

resulting stress profiles (Fig.8.a.i). Indeed, these profiles can become ’crenellated’ (Fig.8.a.i, dashed curve449

for zero eccentricity, solide curve for e = −0.5) or include tension at the pith (dotted line for e = 0.5).450

These two particular patterns are represented in the whole section in Fig. ??. It seems that before451

producing tension at the pith, an optimal configuration can be reached by generating compression below452

the pith and tension above. Ideally, this may be what each branch should tend to do. These results about453

the branches mechanical strategies should be compared with experimental measurements. Otherwise,454

theses changes of patterns could also be an optimisation of the residual strength of wood: CW is known455

to have better compressive strength conferred by its high lignin content and cell wall structure. Generating456

some tension at the pith allows the branch to create more CW. To answer this question correctly, it would457

be necessary to build a fracture model and to include it to our stress computation model. For example,458

adding an damage-elastoplastic law would allow to study the effects of stress relaxation and to understand459

how some profiles that are not optimal for straightening can possibly be optimal for resisting breakage.460

Influence of the branch’s orientation : the stationary hypothesis461

In order to evaluate the relevance of the stationarity hypothesis, different growth scenarios are considered.462

For each branch, the case of active up-righting straightening or passive bending is modelled. Passive463

bending is driven by increasing weight. Up-righting is driven by the maturation gradient, which is set at464

400 µstrain (σ ≈ 3.2 MPa)for pine and 700 µstrain (σ ≈ 6.2 MPa) for birch tree (the gradient is of the465

order of magnitude of NW stress). The results are shown in Figure 9. In birch, no major change of the466
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stress pattern is observed. In contrast, the pattern changes greatly for pine. For a passive-bending branch,467

a ’V’ profile and the absence of CW are observed . For up-righting straightening, the previously-mentioned468

profile with tension at the pith is observed. In both trees, the orders of magnitude are compatible with a469

mechanical safety margin for the branches. Apart from modified tropisms (change of light environment,470

weight change by loss of part of the branch, etc.), the maintaining of the orientation is quite common for real471

branches. However our simulations suggest that if, for any reason, they need to modify their orientation,472

they can do it without taking too much mechanical risk. The hypothesis of branch direction stationarity is473

totally in accordance with the long-term mechanical requirements needed during the construction building474

of branches.475

Vertical bending moment vs horizontal bending and torsion moments476

One of the hypothesis of our model was that the vertical bending moment (My) prevails over the torsional477

Mz and horizontal bending Mx moments. This allowed to consider only one direction of eccentricity and478

to avoid all the non-linear terms generated by the torsional components. We evaluated the maximum479

values of the three moments for all modelled branches of each species for comparison purpose. The results480

are presented in figure 10. They enlighten that for every comparison, the vertical moment shows much481

higher values than the torsional and horizontal bending moments and validates our initial hypothesis.482
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Figure 10: Comparison of maximum moments for modeled branches. Mx: horizontal moment; My:
vertical moment; Mz: torsional moment.

Limits of the model483

The hypothesis of homogeneous wood stiffness in the whole section is questionable. Systematic stiffness484

differences have been observed between wood types (TW or CW vs NW). Alméras et al. (2005) have485

studied the variation of Young’s modulus in the section of leaning stems from 14 angiosperms and 3486

gymnosperms, all coming from different families. For the angiosperms, the average Young’s modulus487

of TW was higher than in NW by 15%, while for the gymnosperms, the Young’s modulus was 38%488

lower in CW than in NW. This heterogeneity of rigidity plays a role in the postural control of the489

stems [Alméras et al. (2005); Alméras et al. (2010); Alméras et al. (2017)]. In our case, either a higher490

rigidity in TW or a lower in CW would make the branch bend upward. In the current formulation of the491

model imposing an homogeneous stiffness, an almost equivalent effect would have been obtained by an492

initial offset in the eccentricity. Calling this offset tentatively ’compensating eccentricity’ ec (Fig 11), the493

model computed a total eccentricity, e, combining ec and the "real" eccentricity needed to maintain the494

orientation. Therefore, in case in RW formation on one side, the eccentricity displayed need to be offset495

by ec to correspond to more realistic situations. This explains, for instance, why the simulations for the496

softwood resulted in hypertrophic eccentricity while it is well-known that inclined softwood stems usually497

exhibit hypotropic eccentricity. Although data are missing to approximate the value of this parameter,498

and further work is needed to assess theoretically the possible equivalence between rigidity variations and499
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eccentricity, the available information on relative stiffness of NW and RW suggests a more important500

effect in gymnosperms than in angiosperms.501

Figure 11: How the hypothesis of a uniform wood stiffness impacts the initial position of the pith.
502

The evaluation of the stress during the first stages of branch’s development is an issue of the model. In503

almost every stress profiles, a tension or compression peak is generated in the pith. It generally exceed the504

wood strength, which is not compatible with branch sustainability. This point could be corrected in two505

ways. First, the role of the bark could be taken into account. Its mechanical role for small axes has already506

been studied and its importance in postural maintain straightening was clearly highlighted [Clair et al.507

(2019); Ghislain et al. (2019)]. Our model could include the mechanical action of bark in the early stages508

of branch development. This improvement would require additional data about the mechanical behaviour509

of the bark but would bring more realistic stress predictions and limit the artefacts at the pith. A second510

exciting perspective would be to take into account the elastoplastic behaviour of wood. By imposing a511

realistic plastic strain limit, the peak at the pith would then disappear; and the increments would be512

spread over the middle part of the section, thus modifying the non-realistic patterns previously observed.513

A another limit is the hypothesis about wood stiffness. It is particularly unfavourable for softwoods,514

because it reinforces some geometric phenomena (see the one in Fig.8.a.i). In this context, it would be515

very interesting to evaluate the potential link between eccentricity and modulus variations. If the latter is516

established, the eccentricity that we would impose with the model would serve to compensate or amplify517

the effect of the tension wood. However, it remains unclear whether or not this would explain the limited518

action available to the branch in the case of a constant maturation stress.519

Finally, modelling the evolution of normal force and bending moment loads by allometric laws was not520

optimal. Indeed, the orientation of the branch may vary with time, which implies variations of the effect of521

weight. For example, modelling a constant increase of the normal force is inappropriate if the inclination522

of the branch decreases with time. An improvement of our model could be the construction of loads based523

on equivalent length allometries taking into account the mass of the branch, and the computation of the524

loads for each position in the right reference frame.525

Conclusion and perspectives526

A semi-analytical growth stress model has been developed a in the context of branch development. At527

each radius increment, the stress balance is computed in order to fit with a fixed curvature. A first novelty528
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of this model is that it takes into account the role of the eccentricity variation over the years. A second529

contribution is that the model computes the stress distribution in the whole cross-section. We tested530

the effectiveness of two well-known biomechanical processes strategies of woody plants to control the531

orientation of their axes: the eccentric radial growth secondary growth eccentricity and the formation of532

reaction wood. The case of one softwood Pinus pinaster and one hardwood Prunus avium branches were533

computed using data provided by AMAPSim software. both treeshardwood, growth stress simulations534

showed that maturation stress was more efficient than eccentric radial growthboth strategies are efficient535

to maintain a fixed orientation, (i.e. to counter the increasing gravity constrain applied to the growing536

branch). For the hardwood branches, the computations highlited that the eccentricity needed to maintain537

orientation did not corroborate the observations reportedin literature. This suggests that this parameter538

probably provides another function than the orientation control, like, for instance, the improved bending539

strength of the branch that provides it a greater mechanical safety.On the contrary, in the case of softwood540

, reaction wood formation appear to be more efficient than eccentric growth. Obviously, in all cases, the541

combination of both processes yields very high stress levels that are able to keep the branch straight or542

modify its orientation. Our model also enlightened that few strategies, such as forming reaction wood543

uniformly over time while allowing eccentric growth, are not optimal to maintain the orientation.. For544

the softwood branches, although the model showed that eccentric radial growth did not play a major role545

in maintaining the branch’s orientation, it does modify the shape of the stress profiles in the cross section546

of the branch.However, since growth eccentricity does not play a major role in straightening capabilities,547

it does not influence much the shape of the stress profiles. A few odd and critical profiles, crenelated or548

with tension near the pith, have been identified. Their analysis provided exciting perspectives for further549

experimental works in order to get real data. Finally, for lightly loaded softwood branches, the eccentric550

growth plays a minor role in straightening.551

Now that a complete model is available, it becomes crucial to start experimental investigations on branches552

in order to compare the outputs with real in situ observations. Especially, we need to evaluate the relevance553

of the different biological processes used by branches in order to ensure their mechanical sustainability554

over the years.555

From a biological point of view, a key point for understanding branch sizing is the question of biomass556

costs. Building additional wood on one side or forming reaction wood are carbon sinks with possible557

trade-offs. In order to investigate this point, our model could help by affecting a cost to the production of558

reaction wood as well as to eccentric growth. The resulting computations could then help to understand559

the relevance of some options strategies and would lead to coupling the biomechanical point of view to560

other biological considerations.561
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Appendix A678

The calculation of integrals of the system 3 needs some preliminary elements. The situation of two679

consecutive rings is represented in figure 12. Each position x in the geometrical reference frame is expressed680

with respect to the position x′ in the pith reference frame according to the equation:681

x = r cos θ = x′ − eR (24)

with r the radius at time t and R the radius at the final time.

Figure 12: Representation of two consecutive rings and the elements needed to calculate δR(θ)
682

Then, the integrals of the system 3 are computed as follows:683

∫
s

δσds =
∫

s
E [δa + (x + e.R)δb] rδrdθ

= EπR2 (δa + e.Rδb)∫
s

x′δσds =
∫

s
[δa + (x + e.R)δb] [x + e.R] rδrdθ

= EπR3
[
eδa + R

(
e2 + 1

4

)
δb

]

The tangential distribution of the radius increment δR(θ) are required in order to compute the terms of
maturation. The Figure 12, enlighten that

−−−−→
OM +

−−−−−→
MO′ =

−−−−→
OO′ :{

[R + δR(θ)] cos θ − (R + δR) cos (θ + δθ) = eRδR

[R + δR(θ)] sin θ − (R + δR) sin (θ + δθ) = 0
(25a)
(25b)

By setting δθ → 0, it comes:684

{
cos (θ + δθ) = cos θ − sin θδθ

sin (θ + δθ) = sin θ + cos θδθ

(26a)
(26b)
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Substituting 26 into 25, and using the combination 25a.cos θ + 25b.sin θ, δR(θ) can finally be written as:685

δR(θ) = δR [1 + eR cos θ] (27)

Then: ∫
δs

σi
0ds =

∫
δs

σi
0(θ)RδR(θ)dθ

=
∫

δs
[α + β cos θ] [1 + e cos θ] RδR(θ)dθ

= π (2α + eβ) RδR∫
δs

x′σi
0ds =

∫
δs

σi
0(θ)(x + e.R)RδR(θ)dθ

= R2δRπ
(
3αe + βe2 + β

)

Appendix B686

The matrix system 7 becomes: 
δa = δF0K2 − δF1K1

K0K2 − K2
1

δb = δF0K1 − δF1K0
K2

1 − K0K2

(28a)

(28b)

Then, numerators and denominators are calculated separately:687

K0K2 − K2
1 = E2π2R6

(
e2 + 1

4

)
− E2π2R6e2 =

(
EπR3)2

4

δF0K2 − δF1K1 = Eπ2R5
[
− (2α + eβ)

(
e2 + 1

4

)
+ e

(
3αe + βe2 + β

)]
δR + EπR3

[
RδN

(
e2 + 1

4

)
+ eδM

]
= Eπ2R5

[
α

(
3ee − 2e2 − 1

2

)
+ β

(
ee2 − ee2 + e − e

4

)]
δR + EπR3

[
RδN

(
e2 + 1

4

)
+ eδM

]

δF0K1 − δF1K0 = Eπ2R4
[
−e (2α + eβ) +

(
3αe + e2β + β

)]
δR + EπR2 [eRδN + δM ]

= Eπ2R4
[
α (3e − 2e) + β

(
1 + e2 − ee

)]
δR + EπR2 [eRδN + δM ]

Putting the calculations together, system 28 becomes:
δa = 4

ER

[
α

(
3ee − 2e2 − 1

2

)
+ β

(
ee2 − ee2 + e − e

4

)]
δR + 4

EπR3

[
RδN

(
e2 + 1

4

)
+ eδM

]
δb = −4

ER2

[
α (3e − 2e) + β

(
1 + e2 − ee

)]
δR + −4

EπR4 [eRδN + δM ]
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Appendix C688

The following calculus is based on Figure 3.b). To get the vertical bending moment My of unit n (eq 23),689

one need the calculation of each volume Vn and center of gravity Gn. Lets fix D(z) the deflection of the690

cone. It comes:691

Vn =
∫ Ln

0

πD(z)2

4 dz (30)

where D(z) = Dn +
(

Dn+1−Dn

Ln

)
z. One gives692

OnGn = 1
Vn

∫ Ln

0

πD(z)2

4 zdz (31)

Setting γ = Dn+1−Dn

Dn
and ξ = Ln

z , the equation 30 and 31 then become:

Vn = πD2
nLn

4

∫ 1

0
(1 + γξ)2 dξ = πD2

nLn

4 .

(
1 + γ + γ2

3

)

OnGn = 1
Vn

πD2
nL2

n

4 .

(
1
2 + 2γ

3 + γ2

4

)
So, finally, OnGn can be written:693

OnGn = Ln

2

(
1 + 4

3γ + 1
2γ2

1 + γ + 1
3γ2

)
(32)
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